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Ikto'mi, the spider-trickster spirit, walked through the woods. 

Glancing up, he saw a peacock with such glorious colors reflecting from its feathers. Ikto'mi wished for
feathers like this peacock. The peacock said, "You can be a peacock if you promise one thing. Will you
promise without knowing this one thing?" Ikto'mi, hurriedly agreed. "You are no longer Ikto'mi, the
spider-trickster spirit. And you promise to never fly." The peacock touched Ikto'mi with the tips of its
wings, and he became a peacock. He enjoyed soaking in the sun and perching on the tree branches.
Yet, he could not fly. He called out, "I wish I could fly!"

The peacock smiled. "That is the one promise. You are able to be a peacock as long as you do not
attempt to fly." Many other birds swooped and soared around Ikto'mi. This was too much. He leapt in
the air, but then he transformed into himself.

Upon falling to the ground, he happened upon a pile of arrows. He took his bow and shot them with no
particular target. When one arrow was left, he made another wish. "If only I could fly like this arrow. I
would do anything!"
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The arrow, hearing the wish, spoke to Ikto'mi, "You can be an arrow if you promise one thing. Will you
promise without knowing this one thing?" Ikto'mi hurriedly agreed. "You are no longer Ikto'mi, the
spider-trickster spirit. And you promise to always fly straight." The arrow tapped Ikto'mi with its flint
head. The arrow tried to teach Ikto'mi the arrow. Yet, Ikto'mi was distracted by the fawns that played
about.

When the arrow was no longer in sight, Ikto'mi decided to play with these fawns. These creatures were
so care-free and happy that Ikto'mi had to join in. When he called out to the fawns, he zigged and
zagged until he was no longer an arrow. He transformed into himself.

The fawns, curious, gathered around Ikto'mi. Being so close, Ikto'mi noticed the brown spots on the
fawn's face. Ikto'mi asked about them. This fawn responded, "When I was born, my mother made these
marks from fire embers. She dug a hole in the ground. I was laid in the hold and covered with grasses
and twigs. When the fire embers were out, these brown spots appeared on my face."

Ikto'mi wanted brown spots on his face. He asked the fawn if he could help make this so.

The fawn dug the hole and gathered the grasses and twigs. Ikto'mi laid in the hole, shaking from
excitement. The fire was lit.

The mothers of those fawns called for their little ones. All the fawns scattered. The largest fawn looked
back to the hole covered with grass. A blue smoke rose up. Then another fawn looked back. "What of
Ikto'mi? What is that blue smoke? Is that Ikto'mi's spirit?"

The largest fawn shook its head. "That cannot be Ikto'mi's spirit. He would know to jump out before
burning."

The fawns joined their mothers. As for Ikto'mi, perhaps you know what he did.
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